
 

LIBRARY AIDE II 
Nature of Work: 
Under the supervision of the circulation manager, this library aide II will perform all necessary tasks to ensure 
that library materials are processed from the check-out point to the point of being shelved for the public and 
that patron accounts accurately reflect library activities. Each library aide II will have additional duties based on 
individual skills and experience.  

Work Schedule: 
This position has 6 hours of established or guaranteed hours on a regular basis.  Also, the library aide II must 
be available to work all shifts for an average of one additional shift per week. 

Primary duties: 

 Complete all routine circulation desk activities such as checking materials in/out. 
 Properly process payments of all kinds. 
 Register patrons for library cards and process the applications. 
 Register patrons for programs. 
 Shelf, shift, shelf-read and straighten materials when assigned. 

 Collect, sort, check “in-house” and shelve in the holding area all materials from the tables and 
photocopying areas throughout the library. 

 Complete circulation department side-work such as “casing” DVDs, repairing materials, and organizing 
carts. 

 Assist all staff to maintain a neat, orderly appearance of the Library, in general, and regularly returning step 
stools to their location at the end of the shelves. 

 Perform specific closing duties, when appropriate, such as powering down computers and pushing in 
chairs. 

 Shelving all materials from the holding area to their proper location. 
 Collecting, sorting, scanning and shelving in the holding area and all materials from the public areas 

throughout the library. 
 Shifting materials as necessary to maintain order on the shelves. 
Skills: 

 Computer literate 
 Familiar with the Dewey Decimal System 
 Strong customer relations skills 
 

Compensation:  

Hourly wage of $9.25 
Hours Available:  
• One regular shift each Mon. 5:00-9:00   
• One shift for alternating Sat. 12:30-5:00 
• Must be available to substitute for 

additional shifts 

 
This is an hourly position, non-exempt from the Fair Labor Standards Act regulations.  
 
Application Process:  
 
Send a letter of interest with the subject “Open Position” 
to mpeters@mclinc.org  
Please include contact information for three work-related references 
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